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Macroeconomic Conditions and the Puzzles of Credit Spreads
and Capital Structure
Hui Chen∗

Abstract
I build a dynamic capital structure model that demonstrates how business-cycle variations
in expected growth rates, economic uncertainty, and risk premia influence firms’ financing and
default policies. Countercyclical fluctuations in risk prices, default probabilities, and default
losses arise endogenously through firms’ responses to the macroeconomic conditions. These
comovements generate large credit risk premia for investment grade firms, which helps address
the “credit spread puzzle” and “under-leverage puzzle” in a unified framework. The model
generates interesting dynamics for financing and defaults, including “credit contagion” and
market timing of debt issuance. It also provides a novel procedure to estimate state-dependent
default losses.
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Risks associated with macroeconomic conditions are crucial for understanding asset prices. Naturally, they should also have important implications for corporate decisions. By introducing macroeconomic conditions into firms’ financing decisions, this paper provides a risk-based explanation for
two puzzles about corporate debt. The first puzzle is the “credit spread puzzle”: yield spreads
between investment grade corporate bonds and treasuries are high and volatile relative to the observed default probabilities and recovery rates. The second is the “under-leverage puzzle”: firms
choose low leverage ratios despite facing seemingly large tax benefits of debt and small costs of
financial distress.
To address these puzzles, I build a structural model that endogenizes firms’ financing and
default decisions over the business cycle. In the model, aggregate consumption and firms’ cash
flows are exogenous. Their expected growth rates and volatility move slowly over time, which
drive the business cycle. Asset prices are determined by a representative household with recursive
preferences. The optimal capital structure is based on the trade-off between tax benefits of debt
and deadweight losses of default. Examples of these deadweight losses include legal expenses and
asset fire sale losses. Firms decide on how much debt to hold, when to restructure their debt, and
when to default based on their cash flows as well as the macroeconomic conditions.
The main mechanism of the model is as follows. First, recessions are times of high marginal
utilities, which means that default losses that occur during such times will affect investors more.
Second, recessions are also times when firm cash flows are expected to grow more slowly, become
more volatile, and more correlated with the market. These factors, combined with higher risk
prices at such times, lower the continuation values for equity-holders, making defaults more likely
in recessions. Third, since many firms are experiencing problems in recessions, liquidating assets
during such times can be particularly costly, which results in higher default losses. Taken together,
the countercyclical variations in risk prices, default probabilities, and default losses raise the present
value of expected default losses for bond-holders and equity-holders (the deadweight losses are born
by equity-holders ex ante), which leads to high credit spreads and low leverage ratios.
There are two types of shocks in this model: small shocks that directly affect the level of consumption and cash flows, and large shocks that change the conditional moments of growth rates
over the business cycle. I model large shocks with a continuous-time Markov chain, which not only
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yields closed-form solutions for stock and bond prices, but allows for analytical characterization
of firms’ default policies. Risk prices for small consumption shocks depend on the conditional
volatility of consumption growth. Risk prices for large shocks depend on their frequency, size, and
persistence. With recursive preferences, investors are concerned with news about future consumption. The arrival of a recession (a bad large shock) brings bad news of low expected growth rates
and high economic uncertainty, which raises their marginal utilities. Thus, investors will demand
high premium on securities that pay off poorly in such times.
In order to assess the quantitative performance of the model, a reasonable calibration is essential. The calibration strategy is to match the empirical moments of exogenous fundamentals. I
use aggregate consumption and corporate profits data to calibrate consumption and the systematic components of firms’ cash flows. The volatility of firm-specific shocks is calibrated to match
the average default probabilities associated with firms’ credit ratings. Preference parameters are
calibrated to match moments from the asset market. Finally, default losses are estimated using
the time series of aggregate recovery rates and the identification provided by the structural model.
Relative to the case where consumption and cash flow growth are i.i.d. and default losses are constant, the default component of the average 10-year Baa-Treasury spread in this model rises from
57 bps to 105 bps, while the average optimal market leverage of a Baa-rated firm drops from 50%
to 37%, both consistent with the U.S. data.
Insert Figure 1 About Here
Figure 1 provides some empirical evidence of the business-cycle movements in default rates,
credit spreads, and recovery rates. The dash line in Panel A plots the historical annual default
rates during 1920-2008. There are several spikes in default rates, all coinciding with an NBER
recession. The solid line plots the monthly Baa-Aaa credit spreads during 1920/01-2009/02. The
spreads shoot up in most recessions, most visibly during the great depressions, the S&L crisis in
the early 1980s, and the recent financial crisis in 2008. However, they do not always move in lock
steps with default rates (the correlation at annual frequency is 0.65), which suggests that other
factors, such as recovery rates and risk premia, are also affecting the movements in spreads. Next,
business-cycle variations in the recovery rates are evident in Panel B. Recovery rates during the
recessions in the sample, 1982, 1990, 2001, and 2008, are all lower than the sample average.1
2

A model that endogenizes capital structure decisions is well suited to address the puzzles of
credit spreads and leverage ratio for two reasons. First, it helps overcome the difficulty of estimating default probabilities (especially the time variation) for investment grade firms. By definition,
these firms rarely default, which makes their credit spreads sensitive to small measurement errors
in the conditional default probabilities.2 This model explicitly connects the conditional default
probabilities to the macroeconomic conditions and firm cash flows through firms’ endogenous decisions, thus deriving more powerful predictions on the magnitude of the variations in the conditional
default probabilities over the cycle, as well as how they comove with the risk premia.
The second advantage of a structural model is that it helps identify unobservable default losses
for equity-holders (deadweight losses) from observable bond recovery rates. In the model, recovery
rates are determined by firm value at default net of default losses. Holding fixed the firm value
at default, lower recovery rates would imply higher default losses. Since the timing of default and
firm value at default are endogenous, the model provides a precise link between recovery rates and
default losses. Through this link, I estimate (using the simulated method of moments) default
losses and link them to the state of the economy.
To decompose the effects of business cycle risks on firms’ financing decisions and the pricing of
corporate securities, I examine several special cases of the model. First, I turn off the countercyclical
variations in default losses and set them to their average value. The resulting leverage ratio is almost
as high as in the case without business cycle risks, which implies that countercyclical default losses
are crucial for generating low leverage ratios. Intuitively, firms are reluctant to take on leverage not
because the deadweight losses of default are high on average, but because the losses are particularly
high in those states where defaults are more likely and losses are more painful.
Next, by shutting down the firm’s exposure to systematic small shocks, I isolate the effects of
jump-risk premium (associated with the large shocks) on the credit spreads and capital structure.
In this case, the model generates 10-year spreads that are 40 bps lower than in the full model, but
36 bps higher than in a model without any systematic risks. The interest coverage also drops to
half of the value in the full model, but is twice as high as in the case without business cycle risks.
Hence, the jump risks and the Brownian risks are both important ingredients for the model.
I also investigate how a high correlation of the firm’s cash flows with the market affects the
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capital structure and credit spreads. Holding the systematic volatility fixed, I lower the firm’s
idiosyncratic volatility of cash flows (which causes the correlation with the market to rise) so that
the firm’s 10-year default probability drops to 0.6% (the 10-year default rate of Aaa-rated firms in
the data). The firm’s default risks become more systematic, i.e., defaults are more concentrated in
bad times, which generates sizable credit spreads despite the small default probability. However,
even with the high systematic risk, this firm still has much higher leverage compared to the Aaa
firms in the data. This result suggests that a simple tradeoff model like this one is unlikely to
explain the low leverage for Aaa firms in the data.
The model has rich implications beyond credit spreads and leverage ratios. First, the model
predicts that the covariation of firm cash flows with the market (both in levels and in conditional
moments) will affect financing decisions, including leverage choice and the probabilities of default
or restructuring in different states of the economy. For example, controlling for other factors, a firm
with procyclical cash flows should have lower leverage (non-market-based) than one with countercyclical cash flows. It would also default earlier and restructure its debt upward less frequently.
Second, the model links the likelihood of default and upward debt restructuring to the expected
growth rates and volatility of cash flows. Lower expected growth rates make firms default sooner,
but wait longer to issue additional debt. Higher volatility increases the option value of default
and restructuring, which makes firms wait longer before exercising these options. One interesting
prediction of the model is that upward restructuring probabilities will be more sensitive to changes
in systematic volatility than default probabilities.
Third, with time variation in expected growth rates, volatility, and risk premia, there is no
longer a one-to-one link between cash flows and market value of assets. An example of such
delinkage is that the optimal default boundaries based on cash flows are countercyclical, but they
become procyclical if measured by asset value. It is important to consider such differences when
we calibrate structural credit models with exogenous default boundaries.
Finally, the model generates “contagion-like” phenomenon and “market timing” of debt issuance. The model generates default waves when the economy switches from a good state to a bad
state. The same large shocks that cause a group of firms to default together also cause the credit
spreads of other firms to jump up, which appears like “credit contagion”. On the flip side, when
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the economy enters into a good state, there is likely to be a wave of debt issuance (for healthy
firms) at the same time when credit spreads jump down. These firms behave like market timers.
Literature Review
Huang and Huang (2003) summarize the credit spread puzzle. After calibrating a wide range
of structural models to match the leverage ratios, default probabilities, and recovery rates for
investment grade firms, they find that these models produce credit spreads well below historical
averages. Miller (1977) highlights the under-leverage puzzle: the present value of expected default
losses seem disproportionately small compared to tax benefits of debt. For example, Graham (2000)
estimates the capitalized tax benefits of debt to be as high as 5% of firm value, much larger than
conventional estimates for the values of expected default losses.
This paper is closely related to Hackbarth, Miao, and Morellec (2006) and Chen, CollinDufresne, and Goldstein (2009). Hackbarth, Miao, and Morellec (2006) are among the first to
show that macroeconomic conditions have rich implications for firms’ financing policies. Their
model assumes that investors are risk-neutral, and focuses on the impacts of macroeconomic conditions through the cash flow channel. In contrast, this paper emphasizes the effects of time-varying
risk premia on firms’ financing decisions and the pricing of corporate bonds.
Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2009) apply a consumption-based asset pricing model to
study the credit spread puzzle. They show that the strongly countercyclical risk prices generated by
the habit formation model (Campbell and Cochrane (1999)), combined with exogenously imposed
countercyclical asset value default boundaries, can generate high credit spreads. They do not
study how macroeconomic conditions affect firms’ financing and default decisions. Consistent with
their insight, I show that in the long-run risk framework (Bansal and Yaron (2004), with timevarying expected growth rates and volatility), a dynamic tradeoff model can endogenously generate
the “right amount” of comovements in risk premia, default probability, and default losses, which
explains the high credit spreads and the low leverage ratios of investment grade firms.
A contemporaneous and independent paper by Bhamra, Kuehn, and Strebulaev (2009) uses
a theoretical framework similar to this paper. While they focus on a unified model of the term
structure of credit spreads and the levered equity premium, I focus on how business cycle risks
affect firms’ financing decisions. For calibration, Bhamra, Kuehn, and Strebulaev (2009) consider
5

a two-state Markov chain and assume exogenous bankruptcy costs. I calibrate the model with 9
states, which are able to capture richer dynamics of the business cycle and makes it possible to
separate the effects of time-varying expected growth rates from economic uncertainty. Moreover, I
estimate the default losses via the structural model.
Almeida and Philippon (2007) use a reduced-form approach to study the connections between
credit spreads and capital structure. They extract risk-adjusted default probabilities from observed
credit spreads to calculate expected default losses and find the values much larger than the traditional estimates. Consistent with their findings, this paper shows that a structural model with
macroeconomic risks can simultaneously match the credit spreads and leverage ratio. A new insight
of this paper is to demonstrate that besides the risk-adjusted default probabilities, countercyclical
default losses are also crucial for generating high ex ante default losses.3
The countercyclical default losses estimated in this paper can be motivated by Shleifer and
Vishny (1992): liquidation of assets is more costly in bad times because other firms in the economy
are likely experiencing similar problems. This is consistent with the findings of Altman et al. (2005)
and Acharya, Bharath, and Srinivasan (2007). The model’s prediction of how defaults depend on
market conditions mirrors the findings of Pástor and Veronesi (2005) on IPO timing: just as new
firms are more likely to “enter” the market (exercising the option to go public) in good times,
existing firms are more likely to “exit” (via default) in bad times. The model’s prediction that
both cash flows and market value of assets help predict default probabilities is consistent with the
empirical findings of Davydenko (2007).
The default risk premium in this model varies significantly over time, and has a large component
due to jump risks (large economic shocks). These predictions are consistent with several recent
empirical studies using data of corporate bonds and credit default swaps. Longstaff, Mithal, and
Neis (2005) show that the majority of the corporate spreads are due to default risk; Driessen (2005)
and Berndt et al. (2008) estimate large jump-to-default risk premia in corporate bonds and default
swaps; Berndt et al. (2008) also find dramatic time variation in credit risk premia.
This paper contributes to the long-run risk literature, led by Bansal and Yaron (2004), Hansen,
Heaton, and Li (2008), among others. It shows that the long-run risk model with time-varying
volatility helps generate high credit spreads and low leverage ratios for firms. The Brownian motion–
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Markov chain setup in this paper gives closed-form solutions for the prices of stocks, bonds, and
other claims without requiring the standard approximation techniques. This paper also provides a
theoretical basis for using credit spreads to predict returns for stocks and bonds (Cochrane (2006)
surveys these studies): unlike stocks, credit spreads of investment grade bonds are less exposed to
small cash flow shocks and more sensitive to risk prices in bad states. These characteristics can
make changes in credit spreads a good proxy for variations in risk factors.
Finally, this paper provides a novel framework to bring macroeconomic conditions into the large
class of capital structure models (see Brennan and Schwartz (1978), Fischer, Heinkel, and Zechner
(1989), Leland (1994, 1998), among others). Most of the existing models view default as an option
for equity-holders. Introducing business cycles increases the number of state variables, making the
problem untractable. I approximate the dynamics of macro variables with a finite-state Markov
chain, then apply the option pricing technique of Jobert and Rogers (2006). This method reduces
a high-dimensional free-boundary problem into a system of ODEs with closed-form solutions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section I describes the economy and the setup of the firm’s
problem. Section II discusses the dynamic financing decisions. Section III calibrates the model and
analyzes the results. Section IV concludes.

I.

The Economy

Consider an economy with a government, firms, and households. The government serves as a tax
authority, levying taxes on corporate profits, dividend, and interest income. Firms are financed
by debt and equity. Households are both the owners and lenders of firms. I first introduce the
macroeconomic environment, including preferences and technology, which determines how aggregate risks and risk prices change with the business cycle. Following that, I describe firms’ financing,
restructuring, and default decisions.

A.

Preferences and Technology

There are a large number of identical infinitely lived households in the economy. The representative
household has stochastic differential utility of Duffie and Epstein (1992a, b), which is a continuous-
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time version of the recursive preferences of Kreps and Porteus (1978), Epstein and Zin (1989) and
Weil (1990). I define the utility index over a consumption process c as:

Ut = Et

∞

Z



f (cs , Us ) ds .

t

(1)

The function f (c, v) is a normalized aggregator of consumption and continuation value in each
period. It is defined as:
ρ
f (c, v) =
1−

1
1− ψ

c
1
ψ

− ((1 − γ) v)

((1 − γ) v)

1−1/ψ
1−γ

1−1/ψ
−1
1−γ

,

(2)

where ρ is the rate of time preference, γ determines the coefficient of relative risk aversion for
timeless gambles, and ψ determines the elasticity of intertemporal substitution for deterministic
consumption paths.
There are two types of shocks that affect real output in this economy: small shocks that directly
affect the level of output, and large but infrequent shocks that change the expected growth rates
and volatility of output. Specifically, a standard Brownian motion Wtm provides systematic small
shocks to the real economy. Large shocks come from the movements of a state variable st . I assume
that st follows an n-state time-homogeneous Markov chain, and takes values in the set {1, · · · , n}.
The generator matrix for the Markov chain is Λ = [λjk ] for j, k ∈ {1, · · · , n}. Simply put, the
probability of st moving from state j to k within time ∆ is approximately λjk ∆.
We can equivalently express this Markov chain as a sum of Poisson processes:

dst =

X

(s − ,k)
δk (st− ) dNt t
,

(3)

k6=st−

where
δk (j) = k − j,
and N (j,k) (j 6= k) are independent Poisson processes with intensity parameters λjk . Each jump in
st corresponds to a change of state for the Markov chain.
Let Yt be the real aggregate output in the economy at time t, which follows the following process:
dYt
= θm (st ) dt + σm (st ) dWtm .
Yt
8

(4)

The state variable st determines θm and σm , the expected growth rate and volatility of aggregate
output, respectively. With a sufficiently large n, equation (4) can capture rich dynamics in θm and
σm . Thus, this model of output can be used as a discrete-state approximation of the consumption
model in Bansal and Yaron (2004), where they interpret the volatility of consumption/output
growth as a measure of economic uncertainty. The movements in the expected growth rates and
economic uncertainty generate the notion of business cycles in this model.
In equilibrium, aggregate consumption equals aggregate output, which determines the stochastic
discount factor as follows.
Proposition 1 The real stochastic discount factor follows a Markov-modulated jump-diffusion:

X 
dmt
(s − ,st )
= −r (st ) dt − η (st ) dWtm +
eκ(st− ,st ) − 1 dMt t
,
mt

(5)

st 6=st−

where r is the real risk-free rate; η is the risk price for systematic Brownian shocks Wtm :
η(st ) = γσm (st );

(6)

κ (j, k) is the relative jump size of the discount factor when the Markov chain switches from state
j to k; Mt is a matrix of compensated processes,
(j,k)

dMt
(j,k)

where Nt

(j,k)

= dNt

− λjk dt,

j 6= k,

(7)

are the Poisson processes in (3). The expressions of r and κ are given in Appendix A.

The stochastic discount factor is driven by the same set of shocks that drive aggregate output.
Small systematic shocks affect marginal utility through today’s consumption levels. The risk price
for these shocks (equation (6)) rises with risk aversion and local consumption volatility. Large
shocks change the state of the economy and cause jumps in the discount factor, even though
consumption does not have jumps. The relative jump sizes κ(j, k) of the stochastic discount factor
are the risk prices for these shocks.
The reason that changes in the state of the economy cause jumps in the discount factor is due
to recursive preferences. With such preferences, investors care about the temporal distribution of
9

risk. Their marginal utility not only depends on current consumption, but also news about future
consumption. For example, when a recession arrives (caused by a “jump” in the state st ), it brings
the bad news of low expected growth rates and high economic uncertainty. As a result, the marginal
utility rises, resulting in a jump of the discount factor. With time-separable preferences, investors
would be indifferent to the temporal distribution of risk. Then these large shocks would no longer
have immediate effects on the discount factor.
Since credit spreads are based on nominal yields and taxes are collected on nominal cash flows,
I specify a simple stochastic consumption price index Pt to get nominal prices and quantities:
dPt
= πdt + σP,1 dWtm + σP,2 dWtP ,
Pt

(8)

where WtP is a Brownian motion independent of Wtm . For simplicity, I assume that the expected
inflation rate π and volatility (σP,1 , σP,2 ) are constant. Then, the nominal stochastic discount factor
is nt = mt /Pt , and the nominal interest rate is
r n (st ) = r (st ) + π − σP2 − σP,1 η (st ) ,

(9)

which is the sum of the real interest rate, expected inflation, and inflation risk premium.

B.

Firms

Each firm in the economy has a technology that produces a perpetual stream of cash flows. Let
Yf,t be the real cash flows of firm f , which follows the process
dYf,t
= θf (st ) dt + σf,m (st ) dWtm + σf dWtf ,
Yf,t

(10)

where θf (st ) and σf,m (st ) are the firm’s expected growth rate and systematic volatility of cash flows
in state st ; Wtf is an independent standard Brownian motion, which generates idiosyncratic shocks
specific to the firm; σf is the firm’s idiosyncratic volatility, which is constant over time. Since
operating expenses such as wages are not included in the earnings but are still part of aggregate
output, the earnings across all firms do not add up to aggregate output Yt .
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To link the systematic components of firm cash flows to aggregate output, I make the following
assumptions:

θf (st ) = af (θm (st ) − θm ) + θf ,

(11a)

σf,m (st ) = bf (σm (st ) − σ m ) + σ f,m ,

(11b)

where θm and σ m are the long run mean and volatility of the growth rates of aggregate output,
while θf and σ f,m are the long run mean and systematic volatility of the firm’s growth rates. The
coefficients af and bf determine how sensitive the firm-level expected growth rate and systematic
volatility are to variations in the aggregate growth rate and volatility. Equation (11b) also implies
time-varying correlation between firm cash flows and aggregate output (market). The correlation
will be higher in those states where the systematic volatility of output σm (st ) is high.
The nominal cash flow of the firm above is Xt = Yf,t Pt . Applying the Ito’s formula gives:
dXt
= θX (st ) dt + σX,m (st ) dWtm + σP,2 dWtP + σf dWtf ,
Xt

(12)

where

θX (st ) = θf (st ) + π + σf,m (st ) σP,1 ,
σX,m (st ) = σf,m (st ) + σP,1 .

(13)
(14)

To price assets in this economy, we can discount cash flows with the risk-free rate under the riskneutral probability measure Q. Intuitively, the risk-neutral measure adjusts for risks by changing
the distributions of shocks. Under Q, the expected growth rate of the firm’s nominal cash flows
becomes:
2
θ̃X (st ) = θX (st ) − σX,m (st ) (η (st ) + σP,1 ) − σP,2
.

(15)

Cash flows are risky when they are positively correlated with marginal utility (σX,m (st ) > 0), which
is accounted for by a lower expected growth rate under Q.
h i
In addition, the generator matrix for the Markov chain becomes Λ̃ = λ̃jk , where the transition

intensities are adjusted by the size of the corresponding jumps in the stochastic discount factor
11

κ(j, k) (see equation (5)):
λ̃jk = eκ(j,k)λjk , j 6= k
X
λ̃jj = −
λ̃jk .

(16)

k6=j

The factor eκ(j,k) is the jump-risk premium associated with the shock that moves the economy
from state j to k. Intuitively, bad news about future cash flows are particularly “painful” if they
occur at the same time as when the economy enters into a recession (marginal utility jumps up).
The risk-neutral measure adjusts for such risks by raising the probability that the economy will
enter into a bad state and lowering the probability that it will leave a bad state. For example, if
marginal utility doubles when the economy changes from state j to k, i.e., eκ(j,k) = 2, then the
jump intensity associated with this change of state will be twice as high under the risk-neutral
measure.
For a firm that never takes on leverage, its value is the present value of the cash flow stream in
(12). Given the current cash flow Xt and the state of the economy st , the value of the unlevered
firm (before taxes) is:
V (Xt , st ) = Xt v (st ) ,

(17)

where the price-earnings ratio v (st ) is given by a vector v = [v (1) , ..., v (n)]′ ,

−1
v = rn − θ̃X − Λ̃
1.

(18)

The expression rn is an n × n diagonal matrix with its i-th diagonal element given by r n (i), the
nominal interest rate in state i; similarly, θ̃X is an n × n diagonal matrix with its i-th diagonal
element given by θ̃X (i), the firm’s risk-neutral expected growth rate in state i (see equation (15));
1 is an n × 1 vector of ones, and Λ̃ is the generator of the Markov chain under the risk-neutral
measure (see equation (16)).
Equation (18) is the generalized Gordon growth formula. If there are no large shocks, the
price-earnings ratio will be constant, v = 1/(r n − θ̃), where θ̃ is the constant expected growth rate
under the risk-neutral measure. The new feature in this model is that the expected growth rate
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is adjusted by Λ̃, the risk-neutral Markov chain generator, which accounts for possible changes of
the state in the future. Equation (18) implies procyclical variations in the price-earnings ratio.
Bad times come with higher risk prices, higher systematic cash flow volatility, and lower expected
growth rate, all of which lead to a smaller risk-neutral growth rate, which tend to lower the firm
value for a given cash flow. Moreover, the risk-neutral transition probabilities increase the duration
of bad times, which push down asset value in the bad states further.
Next, we can view a default-free consol bond as an asset whose cash flow stream has zero
growth rate and volatility. Then, it immediately follows from (17-18) that, in state s, the value of
the default-free consol with coupon rate C (before taxes) is

B (C, s) = Cb (s) ,

(19)


−1
b = [b(1), · · · , b(n)]′ = rn −Λ̃
1.

(20)

where

C.

Financing and Default

The setup of firms’ financing problems closely follows that of Goldstein, Ju, and Leland (2001)
and Hackbarth, Miao, and Morellec (2006). Firms make financing and default decisions with the
objective of maximizing equity-holders’ value. Since interest expenses are tax deductible, firms lever
up with debt to exploit the tax shield. As the amount of debt increases, so does the probability
of financial distress, which raises the expected default losses. Thus, firms will lever up to a point
where the net marginal benefit of debt is zero.
Firms have access to two types of external financing: debt and equity. I assume that firms
do not hold cash reserves. In each period, a levered firm first uses its cash flow to make interest
payments, then pays taxes, and distributes the rest to equity-holders as dividend. When internally
generated cash cannot cover the interest expenses, the firm may be able to issue equity to cover
the shortfalls, which intuitively can also be viewed as a form of “super junior” perpetual debt. If
equity-holders are no longer willing to inject more capital, the firm defaults.
Debt is modeled as a consol bond, i.e., a perpetuity with constant coupon rate C. This is a
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standard assumption in the literature (see e.g., Leland (1994), Duffie and Lando (2001)), which
helps maintain a time-homogeneous setting. I assume that debt is issued and callable at par.
Issuing debt incurs a cost that is a constant fraction q of the amount of issuance. Following
Goldstein, Ju, and Leland (2001), I assume that when restructuring its debt, the firm first calls
all the outstanding debt and then issues new debt. This assumption helps simplify the seniority
structure of the outstanding debt, and introduces lumpiness in debt issuance, which is consistent
with firms’ financing behavior in practice.4
For tractability reasons, I assume that firms can only adjust debt levels upward. In reality, firms
in financial distress can reduce their debt by selling part of their assets or entering debt-for-equity
swaps. However, Asquith, Gertner, and Scharfstein (1994) find that asset fire sale losses, free-rider
problems, and other regulations make such restructurings costly. Gilson (1997) shows that because
of the high transaction costs, leverage of financially distressed firms remains high before Chapter
11. These evidence suggest that introducing downward restructuring is unlikely to substantially
change the results. I discuss the potential impacts of downward restructuring in Section III.D.
At the time of default, the absolute priority rule applies. Specifically, equity-holders receive
nothing at default, while debt holders recover a fraction α of the firm’s unlevered assets.5 For the
firm, the default losses are the difference between the value of the levered firm and the recovery
value of debt. To allow these dead-weight losses to vary with economic conditions, I model the firm
recovery rate α(s) as a function of the state of the economy.
Finally, the tax environment consists of a constant tax rate τi for personal interest income, τd
for dividend income, and τc for corporate earnings. A constant τc implies that the firm will not lose
its tax shield when there are net operating losses. Chen (2007) investigates the effects of “partial
loss offset” by lowering the corporate tax rate when the firm’s taxable income is negative. In that
case, the firm issues less debt, and the net tax benefit of leverage drops.
Firm’s Problem
The firm acts in the interest of its equity-holders. At t = 0 as well as each restructuring point, the
firm chooses the amount of debt (with coupon C) and the time to restructure TU to maximize the
value of equity right before issuance, EU , which in turn is equal to the expected present value of
the firm’s cash flows, plus the tax benefits of debt, minus default losses and debt issuance costs.
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After debt is issued or restructured, the firm chooses the time to default TD to maximize the value
of equity.
Having set up the model, I next discuss how to solve for the optimal financing, restructuring,
and default decisions.

II.

Dynamic Financing Decisions

At t = 0, the economy is in state s0 . Without loss of generality, I normalize the initial cash flow
X0 = 1. The coupon that the firm chooses at t = 0 depends on the initial state, and is denoted as
C(s0 ). The decisions on when to restructure the firm’s debt and when to default depend on the
initial coupon, hence indirectly depend on the initial state s0 .
1 (s ), ..., X n (s )}. The firm
The default policy is determined by a set of default boundaries {XD
0
D 0
k (s ) while the economy is in state k. Similarly, the
defaults if its cash flow is below the boundary XD
0

restructuring policy is determined by a set of upward restructuring boundaries {XU1 (s0 ), ..., XUn (s0 )}
and the corresponding new coupon rates. The firm restructures whenever its cash flow is above the
boundary XUk (s0 ) while the economy is in state k.
One can always re-order the states such that:
1
2
n
XD
(s0 ) ≤ XD
(s0 ) ≤ · · · ≤ XD
(s0 ).

However, there is no guarantee that the restructuring boundaries will have the same ordering. To
accommodate potentially different orderings, I define function u(·) that maps the (endogenous)
order of restructuring boundaries across states into the indices for the states. For example, u(i)
denotes the state with the i-th lowest restructuring boundary. Then, by definition,
u(1)

XU

u(2)

(s0 ) ≤ XU

u(n)

(s0 ) ≤ · · · ≤ XU

(s0 ).

For reasonable parameters, the default and restructuring boundaries are sufficiently apart such that
u(1)

n (s ) < X < X
XD
0
0
U

(s0 ).

To facilitate notation, I divide the relevant range for cash flow into 2n−1 regions. First, there are
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h

k (s ), X k+1 (s ) for k = 1, · · · , n − 1. When the firm’s
n − 1 “default regions”, defined as Dk = XD
0
0
D

cash flow is in one of these regions, the firm faces immediate default threats. For example, suppose
the economy is currently in state 1, which has the lowest default boundary. If cash flow is in region
Dn−1 , then it is below the default boundary in state n, but above the boundary for the current
state. The firm will not default now, but if the state suddenly changes from 1 to n, it will default
h

n (s ), X u(1) (s ) , the firm will not immediately default or
immediately. Next, in region Dn = XD
0
0
U

i
u(k)
u(k+1)
(s0 ) for
restructure. Finally, there are n − 1 “restructuring regions”, Dn+k = XU (s0 ), XU
k = 1, · · · , n − 1, where a change of state can trigger immediate restructuring.

I solve the financing problem in three steps. First, for a given amount of debt outstanding
and a set of default/restructuring boundaries, I provide closed-form solutions for the value of debt
and equity. Second, the optimal default boundaries for a given coupon and a set of restructuring
boundaries are determined by the smooth-pasting conditions in each state. Third, I solve for the
optimal amount of debt and restructuring boundaries by maximizing the value of equity before
debt issuance subject to the smooth-pasting conditions for the default boundaries.

A.

Scaling Property

Thanks to the homogeneity of the problem, the dynamic capital structure model can be reduced
to a static problem using the scaling property. The scaling property states that, conditional on
the state of the economy, the optimal coupon, default and restructuring boundaries, and the value
of debt and equity at the restructuring points are all homogeneous of degree 1 in cash flow. This
is a generalized version of the scaling property used by Goldstein, Ju, and Leland (2001). The
intuition is as follows. If the state is the same, the firm at two adjacent restructuring points faces
an identical problem, except that the cash flow levels are different. The log-normality of cash flows
and proportional costs of debt and equity issuance guarantee that if the cash flow has doubled, it
is optimal to double the amount of debt and the default/restructuring boundaries, and the value
of debt and equity will double as well.
The scaling property only holds after conditioning on the state. The following example illustrates how we can apply scaling when the state changes. Suppose the economy is in state 1 at time
0, and a firm chooses coupon C(1) and default/restructuring boundaries given this initial state.
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The rest of the states can be viewed as “shadow states”, which also have their own optimal coupon
C(s) and default/restructuring boundaries. Next, suppose the firm decides to restructure at time t
in state 2, with cash flow Xt . Then, the scaling factor is Xt /X0 , which should be applied to C(2),
the “shadow coupon” in state 2 at time 0, as opposed to C(1), to get the correct new coupon rate.
Next, I discuss how to price debt and equity, and solve for the optimal policies.

B.

Debt and Equity

Both debt and equity can be viewed as a contingent claim that pays “dividend” F (Xt , st ) until default or upward restructuring occurs, whichever comes first. It makes a final payment H (XTD , sTD )
upon default, K (XTU , sTU ) upon restructuring. I specify the value of dividend F , default payment
H, and restructuring payment K for debt and equity in Appendix B.
For a given initial state s0 , coupon rate, and default/restructuring boundaries, the value of
debt D(X, s; s0 ) and equity E(X, s; s0 ) can be solved analytically. Proposition 2 in Appendix B
summarize the formulas. Next, for each initial state s0 , the default boundaries satisfy the smoothpasting conditions in each of the n states:
∂
E (X, k; s0 )
∂X

= 0,

k = 1, ..., n.

(21)

k (s )
X↓XD
0

Since E(X, k; s0 ) is known in closed form, these smooth-pasting conditions translate into a system
of nonlinear equations, which is solved numerically.
Insert Figure 2 About Here
Default can be triggered by small shocks or large shocks. In the case of small shocks, the state
of the economy does not change, but a series of small negative shocks drives the cash flow below the
default boundary in the current state. Alternatively, the cash flow can still be above the current
boundary, but a sudden change of the state (from good to bad) causes the default boundary to
jump above the cash flow, leading the firm to default immediately. Figure 2 illustrates these two
types of defaults.
The second type of default generates default waves: firms with cash flows between two default
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boundaries can default at the same time when a large shock arrives. The model of Hackbarth,
Miao, and Morellec (2006) generates a similar feature, but with a very different mechanism. In
HMM, default waves occur when aggregate cash flow levels jump down; here, default waves are
caused by large changes in the expected growth rates, volatility, and/or risk prices. To test these
models, we can check empirically whether default waves coincide with significant drops in aggregate
output (according to HMM), or whether they forecast low growth rate and/or high volatility of
consumption/cash flows in the future (this model). The restructuring boundaries have similar
properties. A sudden change of the state (from bad to good) can cause the restructuring boundary
to jump down, which generates debt issuance waves.
The value of equity immediately before levering up is the sum of the value of debt and equity
net of issuance costs, which are a fraction q of the amount of debt issued:

EU (X0 , s0 ) = (1 − q) D (X0 , s0 ; s0 ) + E (X0 , s0 ; s0 ) .

(22)

We can search for the complete set of coupon rates {C(1), ..., C(n)} and restructuring boundaries

XU (s0 ) = XU1 (s0 ), ..., XUn (s0 ) to maximize the value of the equity before levering up, subject to
the smooth-pasting conditions for the default boundaries (21).

Due to the homogeneity of the problem, the optimal default and restructuring boundaries
corresponding to each initial state will be proportional to the coupons:
k (j)
XUk (j)
XD
C(j)
=
=
,
k
k
C(i)
XD (i)
XU (i)

i, j, k = 1, · · · , n.

(23)

After imposing this property, we just need to search for the optimal coupons {C(1), ..., C(n)} and
the optimal restructuring and default boundaries in one initial state:
(C ∗ (1), · · · , C ∗ (n), XU (1)) =

argmax
C(1),··· ,C(n),XU (1)
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EU (X0 , s0 ; C(1), · · · , C(n)) .

(24)

III.

Results

I now turn to the quantitative performance of the model. I first calibrate the model parameters
using data on aggregate consumption, corporate profits, moments of the equity market, firm default
rates, and bond recovery rates. Then, I calculate the optimal leverage ratio and credit spreads, as
well as other financing policy variables. Since the credit spreads of the consols in the model are not
directly comparable with those of finite maturity bonds, I also compute the spreads of hypothetical
10-year coupon bonds with the same default timings and recovery rates as the consols.
As Huang and Huang (2003) show, the main challenge of the credit spread puzzle is to explain
the spreads between investment grade bonds (Baa and above) and treasury bonds. There are very
few Aaa-rated nonfinancial firms in the data, and they tend to have very low leverage that is
unlikely to be explained by the tradeoff between tax benefits and costs of financial distress alone.
Thus, I focus the analysis mainly on Baa-rated firms.
Duffee (1998) reports that the average credit spread between a Baa-rated 10-year bond in the
industrial sector and the treasury is 148 bps, while the Aaa-Treasury spread is 47 bps. Many studies
argue that liquidity and taxes account for part of these credit spreads, which are not modeled in
this paper. It is important to correct for these non-default components in the spreads, because
otherwise the model that matches these spreads would be generating too much credit risk premia,
and the leverage ratio will be biased downward. Longstaff, Mithal, and Neis (2005) estimate that
the default component accounts for 51% of the spread for AAA-rated bonds and 71% for BBB-rated
bonds. Assuming that the BBB (AAA) ratings of S&P’s are comparable to the Baa (Aaa) ratings
of Moody’s, I set the target spread of a 10-year Baa-rated bonds to be 105 bps, which is actually
quite close to the average Baa-Aaa spread (101 bps). Almeida and Philippon (2007) make a similar
adjustment to credit spreads when computing the risk-neutral default probabilities.
For the leverage ratio, Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2009) estimate the average market
leverage for Baa firms to be 44%. However, since a model can potentially misprice debt and/or
equity, it might be more appropriate to use non-market-based measures of leverage to compare
results across models. For that, I use the interest coverage (EBIT over interest expenses). In the
data, the median interest coverage for BBB-rated firms is around 4.
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A.

Calibration
Insert Figure 3 About Here
I calibrate the Markov chain that controls the conditional moments of consumption growth based

on the long-run risk model of Bansal and Yaron (2004), which is in turn calibrated to the annual
consumption data from 1929 to 1998. Appendix C provides the details of this calibration. I choose
9 states for the Markov chain (Table AI-I reports the the values of these states), maintaining the
tractability of the model while allowing for more realistic dynamics in the conditional moments of
consumption than a two-state model.6 Simulations show that the Markov chain captures the main
properties of consumption well. Some of the median statistics from simulations (with empirical
estimates reported in parentheses) are: average annual growth rate 1.81% (1.80%), volatility 2.64%
(2.93%), first order autocorrelation 0.42 (0.49), and second order autocorrelation 0.18 (0.15). Panel
A of Figure 3 plots the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. In the long run, the economy
spends 54% of the time in the state with medium growth rate and volatility (state 5).
Insert Table I About Here
Table I reports the asset pricing implications of the Markov chain model. The equity premium
is computed for a levered-up dividend claim as in Bansal and Yaron (2004). With preference
parameters γ = 7.5, ψ = 1.5, and ρ = 0.015, the model generates moments for asset prices that
are consistent with the data. The model predicts that the real risk-free rate is procyclical, i.e.,
higher in times of high expected growth (Panel B of Figure 3), and that the real yield curve is
downward sloping on average. These results are consistent with the empirical findings of Chapman
(1997) and the model of Piazzesi and Schneider (2006). The model also generates sizable jump-risk
premium associated with the Markov chain (defined in (16)), as shown in Panel C. For example,
the risk-neutral probability of switching from the medium state (state 5) to the “worst” state (state
9, with low growth and high volatility) is about 2.5 times as high as its actual probability.
To calibrate the cash flow process (equation (10)) for a Baa-rated firm, I fix the long-run average
growth rates of firms’ cash flows θf to be the same as that of aggregate consumption. Then, I
calibrate the coefficients af , bf , and the average systematic volatility σ f,m to fit the moments of
the time series of corporate profits for nonfinancial firms (from NIPA). The idiosyncratic volatility
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σf is estimated jointly with the firm recovery rate α(st ) to match the moments of recovery rates
and the 10-year cumulative default probability of Baa-rated firms. I discuss the details of this
estimation later.
Insert Table II About Here
I use the tax rate estimates of Graham (2000), which take into account the effect that tax
benefits of debt at the corporate level are partially offset by individual tax disadvantages of interest
income. Inflation parameters are calibrated using the price index for nondurables and services from
NIPA. The costs of debt issuance are from Altinkilic and Hansen (2000). Table II summarizes the
calibrated parameters.

Estimating state-dependent default losses
There are direct and indirect costs for firms going through financial distress. Examples of direct
costs include legal expenses and losses due to asset fire sales. Examples of indirect costs include
debt overhang (Myers (1977)), asset substitution (Jensen and Meckling (1976)), as well as losses of
human capital.
In a model with business cycles, it is crucial to recognize that not just the average level of
default losses, but the distribution of default losses over different states of the economy matter for
capital structure and credit spreads. Shleifer and Vishny (1992) argue that liquidation of assets
will be particularly costly when many firms are in distress, which implies that default losses are
likely to be countercyclical. However, default losses are difficult to measure, because it is difficult to
distinguish between losses due to financial and economic distress (see Andrade and Kaplan (1998)).
Instead, most structural models assume default losses as a constant fraction of the value of assets
at default.
I use a new approach to estimate default losses. In this model, the recovery value of corporate
bonds is equal to the firm value at default net of default losses. Unlike default losses, bond recovery
rates are observable, and have a relatively long time series (Moody’s aggregate recovery rate series
spans 1982-2008). Since the model endogenously determines the default boundaries (and the firm
value at default), we can back out the implied default losses for any given recovery rate. Thus,
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this structural model makes it possible to identify the time variations in default losses from the
variations in bond recovery rates.
Specifically, I model firm recovery rate α(st ) as a function of the expected growth rate θm (st )
and volatility σm (st ) of aggregate output:
2
(st ) + a3 σm (st ).
α(st ) = a0 + a1 θm (st ) + a2 θm

(25)

The quadratic term in (25) allows α to be increasing and concave in the expected growth rate,
which is consistent with the data (the Internet Appendix provides empirical evidence supporting
this specification). In the estimation, I impose the constraint that α(st ) be increasing in θm (st )
(holding σm (st ) fixed).
Insert Table III About Here
I estimate the coefficients for α(st ) and the idiosyncratic volatility of cash flows σf jointly
using the simulated method of moments (SMM). The model predicted moments are computed by
simulating a panel of 1000 firms (with same cash flow parameters but different idiosyncratic shocks)
for 100 years. Panel A of Table III reports the target moments. The average bond recovery rate is
41.4%. The recovery rates are strongly negatively correlated with default rates (with a correlation
of -0.82), and positively correlated with the growth rates of corporate profits (with a correlation of
0.58). Panel B reports the estimation results. The values for recovery rate α in each state based
on the estimation are plotted in Panel D of Figure 3. For most states, the value of α is around 0.6.
For those states where the growth rates are low, the recovery rate drops significantly, particularly
in the state with high economic uncertainty.
How does the model identify countercyclical default losses? While asset values tend to drop in
recessions because of lower price-earnings ratios, they do not drop as much as bond recovery rates.
Moreover, firms tend to default at higher cash flow levels in recessions, which further reduces the
variations in firm value at default. Then, default losses must be higher in recessions in order for
the model to fit the low recovery rates at those times. The average default losses implied by the
estimates of α are about 2% of the initial firm value, which is reasonable compared to the estimates
of Andrade and Kaplan (1998).
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B.

Capital Structure and Credit Spreads

To illustrate the difficulty for standard structural models to generate reasonable credit spreads and
leverage ratios, I first study a special case of the model by shutting down business cycle risks. The
expected growth rate and systematic volatility of cash flows are fixed at their unconditional means.
The stochastic discount factor in equation (5) is replaced by one with constant real risk-free rate
(r = 1.5%, the unconditional mean of the business cycle model), constant market Sharpe ratio η,
and no jumps. Then, I use the firm recovery rate α and idiosyncratic volatility of cash flows σf to
match the average recovery rate and 10-year default probability of a Baa-rated firm.
Insert Table IV About Here
Table IV reports the results. For a Baa-rated firm, with a market Sharpe ratio of 0.3, the model
generates a 50.1% leverage ratio,7 while the 10-year credit spread is only 57 bps, far short of the
spread in the data (148 bps) or the target after adjusting for liquidity and taxes (105 bps). The
net tax benefit, defined as the percentage increase in firm value when it takes on optimal leverage,
is 11.9%. On the one hand, lowering the market Sharpe ratio to 0.15 appears to help lowering
the market leverage somewhat, but the credit spread drops to 37.4 bps, and the firm is actually
taking on a lot more debt, as suggested by its much lower interest coverage (0.5). In fact, the
lower market leverage is due to the mispricing of equity – risk premium is too low (implied by the
equity Sharpe ratio), which raises the value of equity more than debt. On the other hand, raising
the market Sharpe ratio sufficiently high (0.5) can help the model eventually match the spread in
the data (101.1 bps), but the Sharpe ratio for equity rises to 0.31, which is counterfactually high
as argued by Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2009), and the leverage rises to 52.5%. These
discrepancies highlight the dual puzzles of credit spreads and leverage.
Insert Table V About Here
Next, I solve the firm’s capital structure problem with business cycle risks in all nine initial
states. For each initial state, I compute the optimal coupon rates and default/restructuring boundaries. I also compute the 10-year default rates, 10-year restructuring frequencies, and the credit
spread of a 10-year bond with identical default timings and recovery rates as the firm’s consol via
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simulation. Panel A of Table V reports the results. The average debt recovery rate and 10-year
default probability match the data closely as a result of the SMM estimation of α and σf . On
average, the firm restructures its debt 0.5 time in 10 years. The average 10-year credit spread is
104.5 bps, nearly doubling the value in the case without business cycle risks (for comparable equity
Sharpe ratio), and is very close to the target spread (105 bps, which is the default component of
the Baa spreads in the data). There is significant variation in the 10-year spreads over time. The
volatility of the credit spreads is 35 bps, close to the the standard deviation of Baa-Aaa spreads in
the data (41 bps).
The model also generates lower leverage. The average market leverage is 37.4%, as opposed to
50.1% in the case without business cycle risks. The mean interest coverage is 2.2, still low compared
to the data, but much higher than in the case without business cycle risks (1.3). The net tax benefit
is on average 6.2%, in line with the empirical estimates of Graham (2000) and Korteweg (2009).8
The average Sharpe ratio of equity is 0.19, which is consistent with the estimates for Baa-rated
firms (0.22) in Chen, Collin-Dufresne, and Goldstein (2009). These results show that business cycle
risks go a long way in explaining the observed credit spreads and leverage.
The model generates large variation in debt recovery rates, ranging from 15% (if default occurs
in state 9) to 52.5% (in state 1). The firm’s financing policy also varies significantly across states.
When the expected growth rate is high and economic uncertainty is low (state 1), the firm is more
aggressive in taking on debt, choosing a lower interest coverage (1.1) and a higher leverage (50.1%).
As a result, the firm also has a higher conditional default probability (10.5%) and credit spread
(142.7 bps). Because it has already issued more debt, the firm is less likely to increase its debt in
the next 10 years (0.25 time on average) compared to the other states. The net tax benefit also
rises to 7.3%.
On the contrary, the firm is significantly more conservative when issuing debt in state 9, where
the expected growth rate is low and economic uncertainty is high. Higher economic uncertainty
(systematic volatility) not only raises the risk prices for Brownian shocks, but makes the firm’s cash
flows more correlated with the market, which causes the firm’s default risk to be more systematic.
As a result, the optimal leverage drops to 32.1%, and the net tax benefit drops to 4.7%. Notice
that the 10-year default probability actually becomes lower (4.2%) despite the low growth rate and
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high volatility of cash flows. This suggests that, when possible, the firm will aggressively adjust its
financing policy to reduce default risks during bad times.
Insert Figure 4 About Here
Figure 4 provides more information about the firm’s financing policies in different states. Since
the firm is less concerned with default risks in good times, the optimal coupon (Panel A) and
the optimal market leverage (Panel B) are both procyclical, in the sense that they are higher in
those states with low volatility and high growth. However, even though the optimal leverage is
procyclical, the actual leverage in the time series is countercyclical in this model. I investigate the
dynamic properties of leverage in the next section. Panel C plots the default boundaries in different
states for a firm that issues debt in state 5 (medium volatility and growth). The default boundary is
countercyclical – it increases with the aggregate volatility and decreases with the expected growth
rate, which implies that equity-holders will voluntarily default earlier (at higher cash flow levels)
in bad times. The higher default boundaries, combined with the lower expected growth rates and
higher volatility, generate higher default probabilities in recessions.
Why do firms choose higher default boundaries in bad times? The decision to default can
be viewed as exercising a perpetual compound option. At any point in time, equity-holders can
retain their claim on future dividends and the option to default by making interest payments.
They can also exercise the default option, give up the firm, and walk away. In bad times, the
risk premia (discount rates) are higher (partly caused by higher systematic volatility), while the
expected growth rates of cash flows are lower. Both effects will lower the present value of future
cash flows. This reduces the continuation value for equity-holders, making them more reluctant to
keep the firm alive. I refer to the first effect as the “discount rate effect”, the second as the “cash
flow effect”. Next, higher volatility in bad times also makes the option to default more valuable,
which tends to defer the timing of default. This is the “volatility effect”. In the model, the discount
rate effect and cash flow effect dominate the volatility effect, which causes firms to default earlier
in bad times.
Similar intuition suggests that firms are more reluctant to increase their debt in bad times, which
is confirmed by the countercyclical restructuring boundaries in Panel D. A comparison between
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Panel C and D shows that the restructuring boundaries are more sensitive to changes in volatility
than the default boundaries. Intuitively, the discount rate effect suggests that higher systematic
volatility leads to higher risk premia, which lowers the present value of future tax benefits, and
reduces the firm’s incentive to lever up. The volatility effect suggests that higher volatility makes
the option to lever up more valuable, which causes firms to wait longer before exercising this option.
Unlike in the case of default where these two effects are offsetting each other, here they work in
the same direction to push up the restructuring boundaries.
Panel E plots the asset value at the time of default as a fraction of the initial asset value in state
5, which gives the asset value default boundaries. Due to lower expected growth rates and higher
risk premium, the asset value default boundary is lower in bad times (procyclical), even though the
default boundaries based on cash flow are higher in bad times. This result highlights the difference
between measuring the default boundary by asset value and by cash flow when the ratio of the two
is not constant. It should be an important consideration when calibrating structural models with
exogenous default boundaries.
Finally, Panel F plots the default losses in different states as a fraction of the initial firm value.
To compute the default losses, at the default boundary of each state, I first compute the value of the
firm assuming it is optimally levered. The difference between this value and the value recovered by
debt holders is the default losses. In six out of nine states, the default losses are below 1.7% of the
initial firm value, and the unconditional average is 2.3%. However, the losses become significantly
higher in the three states with low growth rates, reaching 10% in the state with high economic
uncertainty. To see whether the size of these default losses is economically plausible, consider that
Andrade and Kaplan (1998) estimate the costs of financial distress to be between 10 ∼ 20% of the
pre-distress firm value, which would translate to 2 ∼ 4% of the initial firm value assuming that the
firm value has fallen by 80% from normal times to the onset of financial distress.
The countercyclical variations in default losses are crucial for generating low leverage. Even
though the average default losses appear quite small, large losses in those “bad” states with high
risk premia will deter firms from choosing high leverage. To demonstrate this effect, I conduct a
comparative static exercise by fixing the firm recovery rate α at its unconditional mean. Then, the
default losses in each state will be a constant proportion of the asset value at default. The results
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are in Panel B of Table V. On average, the optimal leverage jumps to 53.6%, even higher than the
case without business cycle risks (with comparable equity Sharpe ratio), while the average interest
coverage drops to 1.3. The net tax benefit also rises significantly. Moreover, the 10-year default
probability becomes much higher (17%). If we recalibrate the model to bring down the default
probability (by reducing idiosyncratic volatility σf ), the firm will issue even more debt. Part of
the reason for the higher leverage in this case is that, when α is constant, procyclical variation in
asset value at default leads to lower default losses in bad times, which then generates a negative
risk premium on the defaultable claim for equity-holders. However, this effect is likely to be small
due to the limited variation in asset value at default (see Panel E of Figure 4). Compared with the
benchmark firm, the firm with constant recovery rate is also restructuring more frequently to take
advantage of the tax benefits.
These results highlight the central role that countercyclical default losses play in explaining the
leverage puzzle. Firms are reluctant to take on leverage not because the default losses are high on
average, but because the losses are particularly high in those states where defaults are more likely
and losses are harder to bear.
Besides the countercyclical default losses, I also investigate the effects of jump risks and systematic Brownian risks on the capital structure and credit spreads.
Insert Table VI About Here
First, part of the risk premium the firm faces in this economy is the jump-risk premium: the
jumps in the value of assets are priced because they coincide with the jumps in the stochastic
discount factor, both driven by the large shocks in the economy. Panel A of Table VI shows how
much of the high credit spread and low leverage in the benchmark firm is accounted for by the jumprisk premium. I set the systematic volatility σX,m (st ) = 0 (i.e., bf = σf,m = 0), thus removing the
firm’s exposure to systematic Brownian risks. At the same time, I raise the idiosyncratic volatility
σf to 0.29 so that the average 10-year default rate is still 4.9%. With only jump risks, the equity
Sharpe ratio drops to 0.09 on average. The average 10-year credit spread is 65 bps, which is 40
bps less than the benchmark firm, but 28 bps higher than the case without business cycle risks (for
the same equity Sharpe ratio), or 36 bps higher than in a model with no systematic risks at all.
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Thus, in this model, the jump-risk premium accounts for about half of the credit risk premium in
Baa-rated bonds.
Because of the low equity Sharpe ratio, we cannot directly compare the market leverage of this
firm with the benchmark firm. Instead, interest coverage is a better measure of leverage in this
case. The interest coverage for the firm with only jump risks is on average 1, compared to 2.2 for
the benchmark firm, but it doubles the value in the case without business cycle risks. These results
imply that both the jump risks and the systematic Brownian risks are essential for the model to
generate reasonable credit spreads and leverage ratio.
Second, if a firm’s cash flows are more correlated with the market, changes in the expected
growth rate and aggregate volatility across different states will have a larger impact on its cash
flows. Then, the firm’s default timing will become more systematic, e.g., defaults are more likely
to occur in those states with low growth and high economic uncertainty, which will raise the credit
spread and reduce the firm’s incentive to take on debt. There are two ways to make the firm’s cash
flows more correlated with the market: (1) increasing the instantaneous correlation between the
growth rates of firm cash flows and aggregate output; (2) reducing the total volatility of Brownian
shocks, thus making the expected growth rate a more important source of future variations in cash
flows.
Insert Figure 5 About Here
We can achieve both effects simultaneously by lowering the idiosyncratic volatility of cash flows
σf while holding the other parameters the same as in the benchmark case. An interesting way to
re-calibrate σf is to match the 10-year default probability of the firm with that of an Aaa-rated
firm in the data (0.6%), which gives σf = 0.153. Indeed, Table VI Panel B shows that the new
firm issues less debt relative to the benchmark firm, as measured by interest coverage, even though
its cash flows are less volatile. The higher systematic risks raise the equity Sharpe ratio to 0.24 on
average. The average 10-year credit spread is 38 bps, which might appear surprisingly high given
the low probability of default. As Figure 5 shows, compared to the benchmark firm, default of the
firm that is more correlated with the market is more likely to occur in those “bad” states with high
risk premium and high default losses. Such systematic defaults make the bond like an “economic
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catastrophe bond”, which explains its high spreads.
However, the market leverage of this firm (37% on average) is still considerably higher than
the Aaa firms in the data, who tend to have high cash holdings and little debt. In a trade-off
model, there is tension between generating low default probability and low leverage. Lowering the
volatility of cash flows will tend to lower the former, but raise the latter. Moreover, Aaa firms in
the data are likely to be less correlated with the market than implied by the calibration above,
which would further raise the optimal leverage in the model. Thus, a simple tradeoff model like
the one in this paper is unlikely to explain the low leverage ratios for Aaa firms in the data.
Based on these results, we can infer what would happen if we increase the idiosyncratic volatility
of the firm’s cash flows instead, perhaps to match the default probability of a junk-rated firm. The
correlation of the firm’s cash flows with the market will drop, making the default risks of the firm
less systematic. As a result, the equity Sharpe ratio and the credit risk premia will fall, and the
firm will take on higher leverage.

C.

Dynamics of Leverage and Defaults

So far, we have mostly focused on the firm’s optimal financing decisions and corporate bond pricing
at t = 0. To illustrate the dynamic properties of market leverage, the countercyclical default rates,
and the clustering of defaults, I simulate a cohort of 1000 firms over 200 years. These firms have the
same cash flow parameters as the benchmark firm and receive the same aggregate shocks, but they
experience different idiosyncratic shocks. To maintain a balanced panel, I assume that whenever
an existing firm defaults, a new firm is born and inherits the cash flows of the defaulted firm. At
the end of each month, I compute the aggregate market leverage and default rates.
Insert Figure 6 About Here
Panel A of Figure 6 plots the time series of aggregate market leverage. The shaded areas
denote the times when the economy is in state 7, 8, or 9, where the expected consumption growth
is negative, which can be interpreted as recessions. Even though the optimal (target) leverage ratio
is procyclical in this model (see Figure 4 Panel B), the actual leverage is countercyclical. Firms
cannot costlessly adjust their leverage downward entering into a bad state. Instead, when recessions
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arrive, they are stuck with the debt issued in good times, and the leverage ratio is likely to rise
because the value of equity falls more than debt during these times.
Panel B shows that default rates are also countercyclical. In fact, most defaults occur at times
when the economy is in a recession. Moreover, there are several spikes in default rates that occur
right at the time when the economy is entering into a recessions. These spikes are examples of
default waves: a number of firms defaulting at the same time. These clustered defaults are due to a
sudden deterioration of the economic conditions, which cause firms’ default boundaries to jump up.
Then, those firms with cash flows below the new default boundaries will default simultaneously.
Following these clustered defaults, the conditional default probabilities and credit spreads for
the rest of the firms rise up. Such phenomena resemble “credit contagion”: credit spreads of
other firms jump up following a wave of defaults. However, in this model, it is the same large
macroeconomic shocks that cause a group of firms to default together while raising the default
risks of the other firms.
The model also generates waves of debt issuances. The monthly rates of debt issuance (not
reported here) are procyclical, and they often spike up when the economy switches from a bad
state to a good state, implying that many firms are issuing debt at the same time. Since credit
spreads (borrowing costs) drop at the same time when the state of economy changes, these firms
behave like market timers, issuing more debt when interest rates become lower.

D.

Downward Restructuring and Cash Holdings

An important limitation of this model is the assumption that the firm cannot hold cash or reduce
its debt when it is in financial distress. I conclude this section by discussing what effects these
features might have on the main results of this model. Intuitively, allowing a firm to save cash “for
a rainy day” or reorganize its debt while in distress (through asset sales or debt-for-equity swaps)
will make it easier for the firm to avoid default. Does this mean that the model will generate higher
leverage after adding these features?
Not necessarily. After extending the model with these new features, we still need to recalibrate
the parameters to match the default probabilities and debt recovery rates in the data. Thus, after
the re-calibration, downward restructuring or cash holdings will not lower the firm’s average default
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probability. Instead, what matters is how they change the distribution of defaults across different
states, which depends on the costs of restructuring and cash holdings across states.
In the case of downward restructuring, the costs of restructuring are likely to be significantly
higher in bad times. If the differences in the restructuring costs across states are sufficiently large,
the option to restructure can actually increase the differences in default probabilities across states
(consider the extreme case where restructuring is costless in good times but not allowed in bad
times). Holding the average default probability fixed, this means default probabilities will rise in
bad times and fall in good times. Then, the default risks of the firm will become more systematic,
and the firm will issue less debt.
A similar argument applies to cash holdings. While the firm does have incentive to hoard cash to
lower its probability of default (especially in bad times), whether cash holdings help the firm more
in reducing its default probability in good times or bad times depends on the tradeoff between the
marginal benefit (lowering default losses) and cost of holding cash in different states. In bad times,
the marginal cost of cash will be higher, as high costs of external financing and low profitability
make it more difficult for a firm to maintain a high cash balance. Thus, it is possible that the firm
ends up holding more cash in good times, which helps lower the probability of default in good times
relative to in bad times. In that case, the leverage will again become lower.
These arguments by no means imply that we can ignore the effects of downward restructuring
and cash holdings in determining the capital structure. Instead, they serve to highlight the key
mechanism of this model, i.e., the countercyclical default probabilities and default losses that
arise endogenously from firm decisions, which should also be an important consideration when
we examine the true impact of downward restructuring and cash holdings on other dimensions of
financial policy in the context of a dynamic trade-off model.

IV.

Concluding Remarks

Macroeconomic conditions influence firm decisions, which in turn affect the riskiness of the firms.
Thus, a better understanding of corporate decisions and frictions in a realistic macroeconomic
environment will help us better assess the risks of corporate securities.
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I build a dynamic capital structure model to examine how firms make financing decisions over
the business cycle. The firms’ endogenous decisions on leverage, restructuring, and default, in
response to time variations in expected growth rates, economic uncertainty, and risk premia, help
explain the countercyclical comovements among risk prices, default probabilities, and default losses.
Firms that are more correlated with the market have defaults and default losses more concentrated
in bad times when marginal utility is high, and investors will demand high risk premia for holding
their defaultable claims, including corporate bonds and levered firms. The credit risk premia can
quantitatively account for the high credit spreads and low leverage ratios of Baa-rated firms in the
data. The model generates interesting dynamic behaviors of financing and defaults. For example,
it provides a rational mechanism for “credit contagion” and market timing of debt issuance. The
paper also provides a novel procedure to estimate state-dependent default losses.
To highlight the effects of macroeconomic conditions and risk premia on firms’ financing decisions, I use the setting of a very simple trade-off model, which abstracts away from many decisions
that firms face, such as cash holdings, downward restructuring, investments, agency costs, strategic
debt services, etc. It will be useful to study how macroeconomic conditions interact with these
different elements in corporate finance. I leave these questions to future research.
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Appendix
A

Proof of Proposition 1

To obtain the stochastic discount factor, we first solve for the value function of the representative household. In
equilibrium, the representative household consumes aggregate output, which is given in (4). Thus, I directly define
the value function of the representative agent as:
J (Yt , st ) = Et

Z

∞
0


f (Yt+s , Jt+s ) ds .

(A.1)

The Hamilton-Jacoby-Bellman equation in state i (for i = 1, · · · , n) is:
0 = f (Y, J (Y, i)) + Jc (Y, i) Y θm (i) +

X
1
2
Jcc (Y, i) Y 2 σm
(i) +
λij (J (Y, j) − J (Y, i)) .
2

(A.2)

j6=i

Conjecture that the solution for J is:
J (Y, s) =

(h (s) Y )1−γ
,
1−γ

(A.3)

and substituting J into the differential equations above, we get a system of nonlinear equations for h:


1
1−γ
1−γ
2
h(i)δ−γ + (1 − γ) θm (i) − γ (1 − γ) σm
(i) − ρ
h (i)1−γ
1−δ
2
1−δ
X

+
λij h (j)1−γ − h (i)1−γ ,
i = 1, · · · , n

0=ρ

(A.4)

j6=i

where δ = 1/ψ. These equations can be solved easily using a nonlinear equation solver, even when the number of
states is fairly large.
Duffie and Epstein (1992b) and Duffie and Skiadas (1994) show that the stochastic discount factor is equal to:
mt = e

Rt

0 fv (cu ,Ju )du

fc (ct , Jt ) .

(A.5)

Plugging J and Y into (A.5) and applying Ito’s formula with jumps (see e.g., Duffie (2001)), we get equation (5),
where
r (i)

=




ρ (1 − γ)
δ−γ
h (i)δ−1 − 1 + γθm (i)
1−δ
1−γ


X
1
2
− γ (1 + γ) σm
(i) −
λij eκ(i,j) − 1 ,
2
−

(A.6a)

j6=i

η (i)
κ (i, j)

=
=

γσm (i) ,

(δ − γ) log



h (j)
h (i)
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.

(A.6b)
(A.6c)

B

Value of Debt and Equity

We define the risk-neutral measure Q associated with the nominal stochastic discount factor nt = mt /Pt (see Section
C.2 of the Internet Appendix for details). Then, the risk-neutral dynamics of the log nominal cash flow xt = ln(Xt )
of the firm is:
dxt =



θ̃X (st ) −


1 2
σX (st ) dt + σX (st ) dW̃tf ,
2

(B.1)

where
θ̃X (st ) = θX (st ) − σX,m (st− ) η m (st− ) − σP,2 η P ,
q
2
2
(st ) + σP,2
+ σf2 ,
σX (st ) = σX,m

(B.2)
(B.3)

and W̃tf is a standard Brownian motion under Q.
Next, consider a corporate contingent claim J (xt , st ), which pays dividend at rate F (xt , st ) when the firm is
solvent, a default payment H (xτD , sτD ) when default occurs at time τD , and a restructuring payment K (xτU , sτU )
when restructuring occurs at time τU . Let F(x), H(x), K(x), and J(x) be n × 1 vectors with their ith elements equal
to F (x, i), H(x, i), K(x, i), and J(x, i), respectively.
I define an n × n diagonal matrix A. Its ith diagonal element Ai is the infinitesimal generator for any C 2 function
φ(x) in state i, where x is the log nominal cash flow specified in (B.3):
Ai φ (x) =



θ̃X (i) −

1 2
σ (i)
2 X



∂
1 2
∂2
φ (x) + σX
(i)
φ (x) .
∂x
2
∂x2

(B.4)



u(1)
u(n)
1
n
We have the following default/restructuring boundaries, XD
, · · · , XD
, XU , · · · , XU
. When cash flow X is

k+1
k
) for k = 1, · · · , n − 1, the firm will already be in default in the states s > k. Thus,
in the region Dk = [XD
, XD

the security will only be “alive” in the first k states. Let the index set Ik = {1, ..., k} denote the states in which the
firm would not have defaulted yet (given X ∈ Dk ), and its complement Ikc = {k + 1, ..., n} denote the states where

i
u(k)
u(k+1)
the firm would have defaulted already. Similarly, when X ∈ Dn+k = XU , XU
for k = 1, · · · , n − 1, I use
index set In+k = {u (k + 1) , · · · , u (n)} to denote states where the firm has not yet restructured, with its compliment
c
In+k
= {u (1) , · · · , u (k)} denoting the states where restructuring has occurred.

When X ∈ Dk (k ≤ n − 1), the claims that are not in default yet are J[Ik ] . The Feynman-Kac formula implies
that J[Ik ] satisfy the following system of ordinary differential equations:
A[Ik ,Ik ] J[Ik ] + F[Ik ] + Λ̃[Ik ,Ik ] J[Ik ] + Λ̃[Ik ,I c ] H[I c ] = rn
[Ik ,Ik ] J[Ik ] .
k

k

(B.5)

In regions Dn , a sudden change of the state will not cause immediate default or restructuring. Thus,
AJ + F + Λ̃J = rn J.
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(B.6)

When X ∈ Dn+k (k ≤ n − 1), the firm has not restructured yet in those states in In+k , where
A[In+k ,In+k ] J[In+k ] + F[In+k ] + Λ̃[In+k ,In+k ] J[In+k ] + Λ̃[In+k ,I c ] K[I c ] = rn
J
.
n+k
n+k
[In+k ,In+k ] [In+k ]

(B.7)

The homogeneous equation from (B.5 and B.6) can be formulated as a quadratic eigenvalue problem. Jobert and
Rogers (2006) show its solution takes the following form:

J (x)[Ik ] =

2k
X

wk,j gk,j exp (βk,j x) ,

(B.8)

j=1

where gk,j and βk,j are solutions to the following standard eigenvalue problem:


0

 



− 2Σ−1
Λ̃ − rn
X



I
[Ik ,Ik ]



− 2Σ−1
X θ̃X − I

[Ik ,Ik ]


 
gk
  gk 
= βk   ,

hk
hk

(B.9)

h
i′ 

where I is an n × n identity matrix, rn = diag [r n (1) , · · · , r n (n)]′ , θ̃X = diag θ̃X (1) , · · · , θ̃X (n) , and

′ 
2
2
(n) . The coefficients wk,j will be different for different securities.
(1), · · · , σX
ΣX = diag σX
Similarly, the solution to the homogeneous equation from (B.7) is
2(n−k+1)

J (x)[In+k ] =

X

wn+k,j gn+k,j exp (βn+k,j x) ,

(B.10)

j=1

where gn+k,j and βn+k,j are solutions to the following standard eigenvalue problem:


0

 



− 2Σ−1
Λ̃ − rn
X

I
[In+k ,In+k ]



− 2Σ−1
X θ̃X − I

[In+k ,In+k ]






gn+k
  gn+k 
.
= βn+k 

hn+k
hn+k

(B.11)

The remaining tasks are to find the particular solutions for the inhomogeneous equations, and solve for the
coefficients wk,j through the boundary conditions, which depend on the dividend rate F , default payment H, and
restructuring payment K of the specific security.

Debt Let D (x, s; s0 ) be the value of debt after debt is issued, where s0 shows the dependence of debt value on the
state at time 0 through initial coupon C(s0 ). The “dividend” for debt is the after-tax coupon. With strict priority,
the default payment is equal to the recovery value of the firm. At the time of restructuring, debt from previous issues
is called at par, i.e., the initial value of debt at issuance. Thus,
F (X, s; s0 ) = (1 − τi ) C(s0 ),

(B.12a)

H (X, s; s0 ) = α(s)V (X, s),

(B.12b)

K (X, s; s0 ) = D (X0 , s0 ; s0 ) ,

(B.12c)

where V is the value of unlevered firm given in (17).
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Define vector D(X; s0 ) = [D (X, 1; s0 ) , · · · , D (X, n; s0 )]′ , which satisfies (B.5), (B.6), or (B.7) depending on the
value of X. The solution to the homogeneous equations follows directly from (B.8) or (B.10). I specify the particular
solutions below, and leave the details of the derivation to the Internet Appendix.
When X ∈ Dk (k = 1, · · · , n − 1), for any state i ∈ Ik , a particular solution is:
D (x; s0 )[Ik ] = ξkD (Ik ; s0 )ex + ζkD (Ik ; s0 ),

(B.13)

where

−1
ξkD (Ik ; s0 ) = rn − Λ̃ − θ̃X

[Ik ,Ik ]

ζkD (Ik ; s0 )



n



= (1 − τi ) C(s0 ) r − Λ̃


Λ̃[Ik ,I c ] (α ⊙ v)[I c ] ,
k

−1

[Ik ,Ik ]

k

(B.14)

1k .

The symbol ⊙ denotes element-by-element multiplication; α is an n × 1 vector of recovery rates; v is given in (18).
In the region Dn , a particular solution is:
D (x; s0 ) = ζnD = (1 − τi ) C(s0 )b.

(B.15)

When X ∈ Dn+k (k = 1, · · · , n − 1), a particular solution is:
D
D (x; s0 )[In+k ] = ζn+k
(In+k ; s0 ) ,

(B.16)

where
h
i

−1
D
(1 − τi )C(s0 )1n−k + Λ̃[In+k ,I c ] 1k D(X0 , s0 ; s0 ) .
ζn+k
(In+k ; s0 ) = rn − Λ̃
n+k
[In+k ,In+k ]

(B.17)

D
D
Notice that ζn+k
cannot be solved explicitly yet because D(X0 , s0 ; s0 ) depends on the unknown coefficients wn,j
.
D
D
D
in a linear system.
, which is key when we solve for wn,j
, so will be ζn+k
Since D(X0 , s0 ; s0 ) is linear in wn,j
D
Next, I specify the boundary conditions that determine the coefficients wk,j
. First, there are n conditions

specifying the value of debt at the n default boundaries:




i
i
,i ,
D XD
, i; s0 = α(i)V XD

i = 1, · · · , n.

(B.18)

Another n conditions specify the value of debt at the restructuring boundaries:


u(i)
D XU , u(i); s0 = D (X0 , s0 ; s0 ) ,

i = 1, · · · , n.

(B.19)

Because the payoff function F and terminal payoffs H, K are bounded and piecewise-continuous in X, while the
discount rate r is constant in each state, D (X, s) must be piecewise C 2 with respect to X (see Karatzas and Shreve
(1991)), which implies that D is continuous and smooth at all the boundaries for which neither default or restructure
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has occurred. Thus, for k = 1, · · · , n − 1,
lim

k+1
X↑XD

lim

k+1
X↑XD

D(X, i; s0 ) =

DX (X, i; s0 ) =

lim

D(X, i; s0 ),

lim

DX (X, i; s0 )

k+1
X↓XD

k+1
X↓XD

(B.20)
i ∈ Ik .

and
lim

u(k)

D (X, u (i) ; s0 ) =

X↑XU

lim

u(k)

DX (X, u (i) ; s0 ) =

X↑XU

There are 2n2 unknown coefficients in

lim

u(k)

D (X, u (i) ; s0 ) ,

X↓XU

lim

u(k)

(B.21)
DX (X, u (i) ; s0 )

X↓XU



wD (s0 )

i ∈ In+k .

and 2n2 boundary conditions for each s0 . All the boundary

conditions in (B.18−B.21) are linear in the unknowns, which gives us a system of 2n2 linear equations that can be
solved in closed form.

Equity Let E (x, s; s0 ) be the value of equity after debt is issued, where s0 again represents the dependence of
equity value on coupon chosen at time 0. For equity, with full loss offset, the dividend is equal to cash flow net
of interest expenses and corporate/personal taxes. At default, equity-holders recover nothing. At the time of debt
restructuring, the value of equity is equal to the net proceeds from new debt issuance, minus the issuance costs, plus
the equity claim after restructuring:
F (X, s; s0 ) = (1 − τd ) (1 − τc ) (X − C(s0 )),

(B.22a)

H (X, s; s0 ) = 0,

(B.22b)

K (X, s; s0 ) = (1 − q) D (X, s; s) − D (X0 , s0 ; s0 ) + E (X, s; s) ,

(B.22c)

where E (X, s; s) is the value of equity the instant after restructuring when restructuring occurs in state s. Applying
the scaling property to the restructuring payment, we can rewrite K (X, s; s0 ) as a linear function of X:
K (X, s; s0 ) = ((1 − q)D (X0 , s; s) + E (X0 , s; s))

X
− D(X0 , s0 ; s0 ).
X0

(B.23)

The solutions for E(X, s) take a similar form as debt D(X, s). Again, I only specify the particular solutions
below, which takes the form ξkE (Ik ; s0 )X + ζkE (Ik ; s0 ), and leave the details to the Internet Appendix.
When X ∈ Dk (k = 1, · · · , n), for i ∈ Ik ,

−1
ξkE (Ik ; s0 ) = (1 − τc )(1 − τd ) rn − θ̃X − Λ̃

[Ik ,Ik ]

−1
ζkE (Ik ; s0 ) = −(1 − τc )(1 − τd )C(s0 ) rn − Λ̃
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1k ,

[Ik ,Ik ]

(B.24)
1k .

When X ∈ Dn+k (k = 1, · · · , n − 1), for i ∈ In+k ,
"
#

−1
((1 − q)D (X0 ) + E (X0 ))[I c ]
n+k
E
ξn+k
(In+k ; s0 ) = rn − θ̃X − Λ̃
(1 − τd )(1 − τc )1n−k + Λ̃[In+k ,I c ]
,
n+k
X0
[In+k ,In+k ]

−1
h
i
E
ζn+k
(In+k ; s0 ) = rn − Λ̃
−Λ̃[In+k ,I c ] 1k D(X0 , s0 ; s0 ) − (1 − τd )(1 − τc )C(s0 )1n−k ,
(B.25)
[Ik ,Ik ]

n+k

where D (X0 ) is an n × 1 vector with the ith element D(X0 , i; i), and E (X0 ) is defined similarly. Notice that equation


(B.25) introduces dependence of E(X; s0 ) on all the wE (s) through E (X0 ), not just wE (s0 ) .

The boundary conditions for E are similar to those for debt. First, there are the conditions specifying the value

of equity at the default and restructuring boundaries. For i = 1, · · · , n,


i
E XD
, i; s0 = 0,

(B.26)

and
u(i)


X
u(i)
E XU , u (i) ; s0 = U ((1 − q)D (X0 , u(i); u(i)) + E (X0 , u(i); u(i))) − D(X0 , s0 ; s0 ).
X0

(B.27)

Moreover, we need to ensure that E is continuous and smooth at each default/restructuring boundary, which leads
to an identical set of value-matching and smooth-pasting conditions as in the case of debt (see (B.20), (B.21)).
The following proposition summarizes the above results.

Proposition 2 Suppose that, at time 0, the firm will issue consol bond with coupon rate C(s0 ) in state s0 , its default

1
n
policy is characterized by a set of default boundaries XD
(s0 ), · · · , XD
(s0 ) , and its restructuring policy characterized

by a set of restructuring boundaries XU1 (s0 ), · · · , XUn (s0 ) . Then, following the initial state s0 , the value of debt is:
D (X; s0 ) =

X
j

D
wk,j
(s0 )gk,j X βk,j + ξkD (s0 )X + ζkD (s0 ), X ∈ Dk , k = 1, · · · , 2n − 1.

(B.28)

E
wk,j
(s0 )gk,j X βk,j + ξkE (s0 )X + ζkE (s0 ), X ∈ Dk , k = 1, · · · , 2n − 1.

(B.29)

Similarly, the value of equity is:
E (X; s0 ) =

X
j

The coefficients g, β, (wD , ξ D , ζ D ), and (wE , ξ E , ζ E ) are specified earlier.

Proof. For a complete proof, please see Section C.4 of the Internet Appendix.
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C

Calibrating the Continuous-time Markov Chain

The Markov chain for the expected growth rate and volatility of aggregate consumption is calibrated using a two-step
procedure. Start with the discrete-time model of consumption and dividend in Bansal and Yaron (2004) (BY):
gt+1
gd,t+1

=

µc + xt +

√

vt ηt+1

(C.1a)

√

=

µd + φxt + σd vt ut+1

(C.1b)

xt+1

=

√

κx xt + σx vt et+1

(C.1c)

vt+1

=

v̄ + κv (vt − v̄) + σv wt+1

(C.1d)

where g is log consumption growth, gd is log dividend growth, and η, u, e, w ∼ i.i.d.N (0, 1). I use the parameters
from BY, which are at the monthly frequency and are calibrated to the annual consumption data from 1929 to 1998.

Insert Table AI-I About Here

The restriction that shocks to consumption, ηt+1 , and shocks to the conditional moments, et+1 , wt+1 , are mutually
independent makes it convenient to approximate the dynamics of (x, v) with a Markov chain. I first obtain a discretetime Markov chain over a chosen horizon ∆, e.g., quarterly, using the quadrature method of Tauchen and Hussey
(1991). For numerical reasons, I choose a small number of states (n = 9) for the Markov chain, with three different
values for v, and three values for x for each v. Next, I convert the grid for (x, v) into a grid for (θm , σm ) in equation
(4). The calibrated values of (θm , σm ) are reported in Table AI-I. Finally, I transform the discrete-time transition
matrix P = [pij ] into the generator Λ = [λij ] of a continuous-time Markov chain using the method of Jarrow, Lando,
and Turnbull (1997) (an approximation based on the assumption that the probability of more than one change of
state is close to zero within the period ∆). More details on the calibration procedure and a comparison between
the simulated moments from the model and the empirical moments of consumption are available in the Internet
Appendix.
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Table I: Asset Pricing Implications Of The Markov Chain Model
The table compares the model-generated moments of the equity market with the data. The statistics
of the data are from BY (2004) (Table IV). The expressions E(rm −rf ) and E(rf ) are the annualized
equity premium and average risk-free rate. The expressions σ(rm ), σ(rf ), and σ(log(P/D)) are
the annualized volatilities of the market return, risk-free rate, and the log price-dividend ratio,
respectively. The variable E(SR) is the average Sharpe ratio, and E(P/D) is the average pricedividend ratio for the market portfolio. The preference parameters are γ = 7.5, ψ = 1.5, ρ = 0.015.
Variable
E(rm − rf )
E(rf )
σ(rm )
σ(rf )
E(SR)
E(P/D)
σ(log(P/D))

Data
Estimate
SE
6.33
(2.15)
0.86
(0.42)
19.42
(3.07)
0.97
(0.28)
0.33
26.56
(2.53)
0.29
(0.04)
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Model
6.71
1.47
16.45
1.20
0.41
21.54
0.23

Table II: Parameters Of The Model
This table reports the calibrated parameters of the model, including the parameters for the inflation
process (8), debt issuance costs, tax rates, and cash flow parameters in (11a-11b).
inflation
σP
ρP,m
0.014 -0.12

issuance costs
q
0.01

tax rates
τc
τd
τi
0.35
0.12 0.296

cash flows
θf
σ f,m af
0.018 0.141 3.0

π
0.036
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bf
4.5

Table III: Estimating Default Losses
This table reports the moments and the results from the simulated method of moments estimation
of the firm recovery rate α(st ) according to (25) and the idiosyncratic volatility of cash flows σf .
Panel A: Target Moments
10-year default rate:
Mean recovery rate:
Volatility of recovery rates:
Correlation of recovery rates with default rates:
Correlation of recovery rates with profit growth:

4.9%
41.4%
9.6%
−0.82
0.58

Panel B: SMM Estimates
2 (s ) + 5.90 × σ (s )
α(st ) = 0.59 − 10.12 × θm (st ) − 139.05 × θm
t
m t
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σf = 0.235

Table IV: Dynamic Capital Structure without Business Cycle Risks
This table reports the results of the model without business cycle risks. Three levels of market
Sharpe ratio are considered. In each case, the firm recovery rate α and idiosyncratic volatility σf
are re-calibrated to match the debt recovery rate of 41.4% and the 10-year default probability of
4.9%. The variable “10-yr credit spread” is the credit spread for a “shadow” 10-year coupon bond
with identical default and recovery as the consol issued by the firm. All the results are computed
at t = 0.
market
Sharpe ratio

10-yr
credit spread (bps)

market
leverage (%)

interest
coverage

net tax
benefit (%)

equity
Sharpe ratio

0.15
0.30
0.50

37.4
57.0
101.1

49.3
50.1
52.5

0.5
1.3
2.0

29.9
11.9
8.2

0.09
0.19
0.31
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Table V: Dynamic Capital Structure with Business Cycle Risks
The table reports results of the dynamic capital structure model with business cycle risks. Panel
A reports the results of the full model, and Panel B considers a special case where the recovery
rate α(st ) is fixed at its unconditional mean. In each case, I solve the firm’s problem at t = 0
for all nine initial states and report the mean of these results as well as the results from state 1
(low volatility and high growth) and state 9 (high volatility and low growth). The variable “10-yr
restructure freq” is the average number of debt restructurings over 10 years.
debt
recovery rate

10-yr
default prob

(%)

(%)

10-yr
restructure
freq

10-yr
credit spread
(bps)

market
leverage

interest
coverage

(%)

equity
Sharpe
ratio

2.2
1.1
3.7

6.2
7.3
4.7

0.19
0.16
0.27

1.3
0.9
1.8

11.4
12.2
10.3

0.19
0.16
0.28

(%)

net tax
benefit

A. Benchmark firm
mean
state 1
state 9

41.8
52.5
15.0

5.0
10.5
4.2

0.48
0.25
0.65

104.5
142.7
121.4

37.4
50.1
32.1

B. Constant firm recovery rate
mean
state 1
state 9

45.4
46.5
43.3

17.0
16.3
19.8

0.52
0.47
0.59

203.0
168.7
282.1
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53.6
54.7
53.7

Table VI: Decomposing the Effects of Business Cycle Risks on Capital Structure
This table decomposes the effects of business cycle risks on the capital structure and credit spreads.
Panel A considers a firm whose systematic volatility of cash flows is zero. Panel B considers a firm
with idiosyncratic volatility σf = 0.153, which lowers its average 10-year default probability to
0.6% and makes its cash flows more correlated with the market.
debt
recovery rate

10-yr
default prob

(%)

(%)

10-yr
restructure
freq

10-yr
credit spread
(bps)

market
leverage

interest
coverage

(%)

equity
Sharpe
ratio

1.0
0.8
1.7

12.8
13.0
11.7

0.09
0.13
0.16

2.5
1.5
4.0

5.8
6.6
4.6

0.24
0.21
0.32

(%)

net tax
benefit

A. Jump-risk premium
mean
state 1
state 9

40.1
43.6
15.7

4.9
5.3
3.9

0.40
0.38
0.57

65.0
55.3
63.4

32.9
33.9
28.9

B. Correlation with the market
mean
state 1
state 9

41.5
52.7
14.6

0.6
1.2
0.7

0.51
0.32
0.67

38.0
45.1
54.9
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37.0
43.7
33.5

Table AI-I: The Calibrated Markov Chain
This table reports the pairs of values for the conditional volatility σm (st ) and expected growth rate
of aggregate consumption θm (st ) for the states st = 1, · · · , 9 of the calibrated Markov chain.

1. (0.021, 0.041)
4. (0.021, 0.018)
7. (0.021, −0.004)

(σm (st ), θm (st ))
2. (0.027, 0.048)
5. (0.027, 0.018)
8. (0.027, −0.011)
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3. (0.032, 0.053)
6. (0.032, 0.019)
9. (0.032, −0.016)

A. Default rates and credit spreads
default rates
spreads
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6
4
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B. Recovery rates
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Figure 1: Default Rates, Credit Spreads, and Recovery Rates over the Business Cycle. Panel A
plots the Moody’s annual corporate default rates during 1920-2008 and the monthly Baa-Aaa credit
spreads during 1920/01-2009/02. Panel B plots the average recovery rates during 1982-2008. The
“Long-Term Mean” recovery rate is 41.4%, based on Moody’s data. Shaded areas are NBER-dated
recessions. For annual data, any calendar year with at least 5 months being in a recession as defined
by NBER is treated as a recession year.
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Figure 2: Illustration of Two Types of Defaults. In the left panel, default occurs when the cash
flow drops below a default boundary; in the right panel, default occurs when the default boundary
jumps up, which is triggered by a change of the aggregate state.
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B. Risk-free rate: r(s t )

A. Stationary distribution
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Figure 3: Stationary Distribution of the Markov Chain, Risk-free Rate, Jump-risk Premium, and
Firm Recovery Rates. Panel A plots the stationary distribution of the Markov chain. Panel B-D
plot the value of the risk-free rate, jump-risk premium, and firm recovery rate in the 9 states with
different values for the expected growth rate (θ) and conditional volatility (σ).
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A. Optimal coupon: C(s 0 )

B. Optimal leverage: D/(D + E)
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Figure 4: Optimal Capital Structure, Default/Restructuring Boundaries, Asset Value at Default,
and Default Losses. Panel A and B plot the optimal coupon and leverage ratio the firm chooses
in each initial state. Conditional on initial state s0 = 5, Panel C-F plot the optimal default and
restructuring boundaries, asset value at default (relative to initial asset value), and default losses
(relative to initial firm value) in different states. Initial cash flow X0 = 1.
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Figure 5: Distribution of Defaulting States (Conditional on Default within 10 Years). Panel A
considers the benchmark firm. Panel B considers a firm whose cash flows have higher correlation
with the market. In both case, the initial state is s0 = 5.
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A. Time series of market leverage
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Figure 6: Simulated Aggregate Leverage Ratio and Monthly Default Rates. This figure plots the
time series of aggregate market leverage and monthly default rates from a simulation of 1000 firms
over 200 years. Shaded areas denote the times when the economy is in a state with negative
expected output growth.
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Notes
1

Moody’s recovery rates are from Moody’s “Corporate default of recovery rates, 1920-2008”. Moody’s determines

recovery rates using closing bid prices on defaulted bonds observed roughly 30 days after the default date. For
robustness, I also plot the value-weighted recovery rates from the “Altman High-yield bond default and return
report”, which measures recovery rates using closing bid prices as close to default date as possible.
2

Suppose the true 10-year default probability for a firm is 0.5%. Assuming risk neutrality, if the estimated default

probability is 1% higher than the true value, it will result in a 200% increase in the predicted spread.
3

A recent paper by Elkamhi, Ericsson, and Parsons (2009) computes the ex ante default losses using the risk-

neutral default probabilities and default boundaries implied by the structural model of Leland and Toft (1996) and
a constant default loss estimate from Andrade and Kaplan (1998). They find that even after the risk adjustments,
the ex-ante distress costs are still too low to explain the leverage. I show that introducing macroeconomic risks to
the structural model can substantially raise the ex ante default losses.
4

Welch (2004) documents that firms do not actively adjust their debt levels in response to changes in the market

value of equity. Leary and Roberts (2005) provide empirical evidence that such behavior is likely due to adjustment
costs, and Strebulaev (2007) shows that a trade-off model with lumpy adjustment costs can account for such effects.
Alternatively, Chen (2007) assumes that all bonds issued have a pari passu covenant, and that the debt issuance
costs are “quasi-fixed”, i.e., they are a fraction q of the amount of debt outstanding after issuance. These two ways
of modeling debt issuance generate very similar results.
5

This assumption does not imply that debt-holders cannot lever up again after taking over the firm’s assets. It is

simply a convenient way to model the value of debt at default.
6

Approximating the BY model with a two-state Markov chain will require the states to be far apart and much

more persistent than the business cycles. This means the economy is always in one of the two extreme states (good
or bad), which will influence firms’ decisions. A two-state model also does not separate the effects of time-varying
growth rates from volatility.
7

This leverage ratio already takes into account the effect that the option to restructure its debt in the future leads

firms to take on less debt now (see Goldstein, Ju, and Leland (2001)). In the static version of this model, the optimal
leverage is 59.6%.
8

Korteweg (2009) estimates the net benefit of leverage by exploiting its relationship with the market value and

beta of the firm, its equity, and its debt, assuming that asset beta is the same within industry.
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